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Arnie Dashefsky and Ira M. Sheskin present:
“In the Year 2125, Will American Jews Be Alive?
Grounds for Optimism or Pessimism for the Future of American Jewry”
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Arnie and Ira are co-editors of
American Jewish Year Book:
The Annual Record of North American Jewish Communities,
the annual record of the North American Jewish communities and
provides insight into their major trends

“A century from now and more, the stately volumes of the American Jewish Year Book will stand as the
authoritative record of Jewish life since 1900. For anyone interested in tracing the long-term evolution of
Jewish social, political, religious, and cultural trends from an objective yet passionately Jewish perspective,
there simply is no substitute.”


*There is no cost for this event. Registration is required.
Register online at myshul.org/event/sandals-lecture
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